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Clean, precise and classy.
Our Scandinavian style wall murals are designed to blend nicely with a neutral space. These designs add 
lots of interest without taking over the room. Defined by minimalism, clean lines, simplicity and functionality. 
We have used this as inspiration and expanded to include our own signature styles and created this 
curated collection of murals and rolls.
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Murals
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Artwork

Robyn 
Robyn takes stylish abstract art 
and elegantly brings it right up 
to date. Using face motifs in a 
modern line art style, the design 
has a simple black line which 
works wonders in any space. 
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Blomma
Blomma means flower in 
Swedish and our design features 
beautiful large abstract floral 
imagery. Paired with a pale blue 
watercolour pallet, this makes a 
subtle but powerful statement in 
any room.  
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Artwork

Yoko
Chevrons are in! We love a 
chevron pattern, but this one 
takes it to a whole new level with 
imperfect lines to give that 
rustic look. 
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Sterling
This neutral and modern Sterling 
design is a classy way to add 
texture to a feature wall. The 
grey watercolour wash is highly 
detailed, but understated.
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Artwork

Carina
With a neutral nude background, 
and white flower details, Carina 
is the epitome of minimal. Using 
flat beige and white colours and 
leaving the details to the thin 
lines creating the leaf motifs, 
this mural is subtle, modern and 
sophisticated.
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Fjelle Rose
In a light pink carefully blended 
into the paper, this watercolour 
depicts a subtle mountain 
range. A perfect background to 
compliment sleek scandi 
interior design.
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Artwork

Fjelle Sage
In a lovely sage green carefully 
blended into the paper, this 
watercolour depicts a subtle 
mountain range. This design 
features a highly-detailed 
watercolour paper texture which 
adds a wonderful depth to your 
wall.
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Fjelle Sky
In an ever-calming light blue 
carefully blended, this watercolour 
depicts a subtle mountain 
range. A perfect background to 
compliment sleek scandi interior 
design, this design features a 
highly-detailed watercolour paper 
texture which adds a wonderful 
depth to your wall.
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Rolls
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Lagusan Noir

Lagusan A
zure

Lagusan Gris
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Tyra

Kari

Juni
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Furutre

Erika

Yaxta
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Nuolet

Kongel
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Scandi Collection

Murals

Robyn Blomma Yoko Sterling

Fjelle Rose Fjelle Sage Fjelle Sky

Carina
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Lagusan Noir Lagusan Azure Lagusan Gris Vinkel Lameller Steel

Lameller Azura Lameller Rose Lameller Tangerine Lameller Sage Tyra

Rolls
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Juni Furutre Erika Yaxta Kari

Nuolet Kongel
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Contact us 

E : info@wallpapermural.com 

T : 01565 337407

www.wallpapermural.com

Scan the QR code to view the 

Scandi Collection

http://www.wallpapermural.com

